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 ROSARIO AND THE BULL 

ROSARIO AND THE BULL 
By Mars Mráz and David Mráz 

 
SYNOPSIS:  Rosario and the Bull is a bilingual musical set in colonial New 
México.  It follows the story a young boy, Rosario, who follows his dreams 
to Santa Fé to become the greatest matador in all of Nuevo México!  
Through his journey, Rosario learns that there is one thing more important 
than fame and fortune, and that is friendship. 
 

CAST OF CHARACTERS 
(2 MEN, 2 WOMEN) 

 
ALFONSO (m) ...............................An unseasoned actor.  Also plays Papá, 

the Hermano, a Scorpion-Giant and the 
Bull. (63 lines) 

 
CONSUELO (f) ..............................A narrator and experienced actress.  Also 

plays Amá., a Scorpion-Giant and the 
Beast. (90 lines) 

 
ROSARIO (m) ................................An aspiring young bullfighter.  (53 lines) 
 
DONKEY (f)...................................A cursed young girl.  Also plays the Girl 

and the Bull. (16 lines) 
 

SETTING 
Old New Mexico 
 
TIME:  Present 

 
MUSICAL NUMBERS 

 
SONG #1 AMIGOS ................................................................... Consuelo 

SONG #2 SUEÑO ...................................................................... Consuelo 

SONG #3 BULLFIGHT .............................................................. Alfonso 

SONG #4 SUEÑO (REPRISE) .............................Consuelo and Alfonso 
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PROPERTIES 

 
□ Guitar 
□ Suit of lights 
□ Matador’s hat 
□ Sword 
□ Cape 
□ Satchel 
□ Rope 
□ Onion 
□ Stone 
□ Stick Horse 
□ Styrofoam boulders 
□ Bag of gold 
□ Sheet 

 
PRODUCTION HISTORY 

 
Rosario & the Bull was first presented in the Theatre X at the University of 
New Mexico on March 26, 2008 as the UNM Department of Theatre and 
Dance’s Outreach Company Production.  The production then toured 12 
different elementary schools in the Albuquerque Public School system.  The 
production was directed by Erin Phillips and was mentored by Susan 
Pearson.  The cast was as follows: 
 

CONSUELO ............................................................Aidé Rodriguez 
ALFONSO......................................................................Don Garcia 
ROSARIO...................................................................Barney Lopez 
DONKEY ....................................................................Lauren Poole 
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ACT ONE 
 
ALFONSO and CONSUELO enter.  ALFONSO plays a guitar, 
CONSUELO narrates. 
 
CONSUELO:  Friends.  Amigos y Amigas.   

Come, listen, and I will tell you un cuento.   
A story about a young niño,  
Who lived in a little pueblo  
Out on the flat, yellow llano  
With his Papá,  
and his Hermano,  
and his Amá,  
In Old New Mexico.   

 
ALFONSO stops the music.  
 
ALFONSO:  What do you mean?  How could it be Old if it’s New 

Mexico? 
CONSUELO:  Porque, Alfonso.  The land is called New Mexico, but 

our story takes place hundreds of years ago, when New Mexico 
was a Spanish territory.  So you see?  It is old!  Now, don’t 
interrupt me again! 

ALFONSO:  Oh.  I’m sorry, Señorita. 
 
ALFONSO plays. 
 
CONSUELO:  The llano is beautiful land. 

With a wide open sky, and wide open plains, 
As far as you can see. 
And sunsets of every color and shade you can imagine. 
And our hero is a boy with a dream . . .  

 
ROSARIO enters.  He is dressed as a matador.  He wears a suit of 
lights and carries a sword.   
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CONSUELO:  A dream to become the greatest bullfighter,  
The greatest matador in all of New Mexico. 

ALFONSO:  Old New Mexico. 
 
ALFONSO stops the music.  ROSARIO exits, embarrassed. 
 
CONSUELO:  I am telling my story! 
 ALFONSO:  But they do not have bullfights in New New Mexico. 
CONSUELO:  Es verdad.  My story takes place when bullfights were 

held in Santa Fé.  In old, colonial New Mexico. 
ALFONSO:  Oh.  Okay, I’m sorry, Señorita.   
CONSUELO:  Let me tell my story.  Do not interrupt me again!  

Entiendes que te digo? 
ALFONSO:  Si, entiendo.  Lo siento, Señorita. 
 
ALFONSO plays the music again.  ROSARIO enters again. 
 
CONSUELO:  Our Rosario dreamt of becoming the greatest matador 

in all New Mexico - -  
ALFONSO:  You already said that. 
CONSUELO:  Silencio! 

He would tell his Amá,  
and his Papá,  
and his Hermano . . .  

ROSARIO:  I am going to be the greatest matador in all of Nuevo 
México!  Olé!  Olé! 

CONSUELO:  And they would all laugh and say . . .  
 
CONSUELO gestures to ALFONSO.  Silence. 
 
CONSUELO:  And they would all laugh and say . . .  
 
CONSUELO kicks ALFONSO. 
 
CONSUELO:  Pay attention! 
 
ALFONSO falls.   
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ALFONSO:  Sorry, Señorita.  
 
He plays the character of the PAPÁ. 
 
PAPÁ:  Ha!  You?  A great matador?  You are nothing but a lazy fool!   
ALFONSO:  (To CONSUELO.)  Sorry, Señorita. 
CONSUELO:  But his Amá did not laugh.  
 
CONSUELO plays the AMÁ. 
 
AMÁ:  Ay, Rosario.  To be a great matador, that is one thing.  But a 

girl looks for more than fame and fortune in a boy.  A girl looks for 
a boy who will protect her and be her friend.  Her amigo. 

ROSARIO:  Oh sí, amá!  What do I need with friends?  I am going to 
be the greatest matador in all of New Mexico! 

CONSUELO:  And he would put on his suit of lights,  
And grab his sword,  
And go back to practicing his passes and turns,  
His feints and thrusts,  
And dream of the day he would face a real bull,  
Instead of an imaginary one. 

 
SONG 1: AMIGOS 
(CONSUELO) 
 
ROSARIO spins and turns and practices with an imaginary bull as 
CONSUELO sings. 
 
ROSARIO:  Olé!  Olé! 
 
CONSUELO:   
NUNCA PIERDAS TUS SUEÑOS. 
TUS SUEÑOS SERÁN TU GUÍA. 
TUS SUEÑOS TE AYUDAN HALLAR. 
AMIGOS QUE VEAS ALGÚN DÍA. 
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NEVER LOSE FAITH IN YOUR DREAMS, 
FOR YOUR DREAMS WILL GUIDE YOU SOMEDAY, 
AND YOUR DREAMS WILL FIND YOU SOMEDAY, 
FRIENDS THAT YOU MEET ON THE WAY. 
 
ROSARIO becomes tired and falls asleep on one side of the stage.  
Music stops.   
 
CONSUELO:  Then, one morning,  

Rosario woke up to find  
That his sword and his suit of lights were gone.   
And this is where our story begins . . .   

 
ROSARIO wakes up.  He runs up to ALFONSO, who is now the 
PAPÁ. 
 
ROSARIO:  Papá!  Where is my sword?  And where is my suit of 

lights? 
 
PAPÁ bursts into uncontrollable laughter. 
 
PAPÁ:  Ha, ha!  Your Hermano took them!  There is to be a great 

bullfight in Santa Fé, with the most ferocious bull in all of Nuevo 
México.  The matador who defeats this toro shall win not only the 
gilded cape of Santa Fé but the hand of the beautiful daughter of 
the Alcalde as well!  Your Hermano left on our horse while you 
were still sleeping!  Ha!  Ha!  Ha!  Ha!  Ha!  Ha! 

ROSARIO:  Then I will go.  I will go to Santa Fé and defeat the toro, 
and I will win the gilded cape of Santa Fé! 

CONSUELO:  And the Papá laughed even harder . . .  
 
PAPÁ laughs harder. 
 
CONSUELO:  But his Amá did not laugh . . .  
 
CONSUELO plays the AMÁ.  She twists ALFONSO’s ear. 
 
AMÁ:  Do not laugh! 
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PAPÁ stops laughing. 
 
ALFONSO:  But I thought you told me to laugh! 
 
She turns to ROSARIO. 
 
AMÁ:  Ay, hijo!  The road to Santa Fé is full of dangers.  I believe on 

the way you will find the gentle and loving heart that I know beats 
deep within you.  Take these.  Perhaps you will find them of some 
use on your journey. 

 
AMÁ hands ROSARIO a satchel and transforms back into 
CONSUELO. 
 
CONSUELO:  And the Amá hung a little wolf-skin satchel on a cord 

around his neck.  She put a rope spun from the bark of a chipotle 
tree, an onion and a stone inside the satchel. 

ROSARIO:  I will go, Amá.  I will go and prove that I will be the 
greatest matador in all New Mexico.  

 
CONSUELO plays the Amá.  
 
AMÁ:  Que Dios te ayude, hijo. 
ROSARIO:  Hasta la vista, Amá. 
CONSUELO:  And so, with this, Rosario set off on foot across the 

yellow llano for the road that led up the Río Grande to Santa Fé.  
As he crossed a bridge, he saw a Donkey sinking in quicksand in 
the river below. 

 
The DONKEY appears, sinking in quicksand. 
 
CONSUELO:  The Burro feo was the ugliest thing he had ever seen. 
ROSARIO:  Burro feo, you’re the ugliest thing I’ve ever seen! 
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE! 
 
The DONKEY looks at ROSARIO pitifully with its large almond eyes.  
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ROSARIO:  I do not have time to help you.  I am on my way to Santa 

Fé to defeat the great toro and win the gilded cape! 
 
ROSARIO walks away. 
 
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE! 
 
He stops.  
 
ROSARIO:  I can’t help you!  I must get to Santa Fé. 
 
He turns away. 
 
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE!  
 
ROSARIO stops.  Pause. 
 
ROSARIO:  Alright . . .  Ándale, Burro!  Grab a hold of the rope! 
 
He pulls out the rope from his satchel.  He throws it around the 
DONKEY’S head and pulls him out. 
 
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE! 
ROSARIO:  Just a little more, Burro.  Just a little more.  
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE!   
 
The DONKEY pulls ROSARIO into the quicksand.  They scream and 
struggle, but eventually rise out of the quicksand.  They sit and catch 
their breath. 
 
ROSARIO:  Okay.  Try not to get into any more trouble.  Okay, 

Burro?  Bueno . . .  
 
ROSARIO starts off.  The DONKEY follows ROSARIO.  ROSARIO 

turns to the DONKEY. 
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ROSARIO:  I say “Bueno,” Burro.  Bueno! 
 
ROSARIO starts off.  Once again the DONKEY follows.  ROSARIO 
turns around. 
 
ROSARIO:  Ay!  Bueno, Señor Burro!   
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE! 
ROSARIO:  Bueno, Burro!  I say “bueno,” you say “’Bye.”  Bueno . . .   
DONKEY:  ong . . .  
ROSARIO:  ’Bye . . .  
DONKEY:  KEE? 
 
Pause. 
 
ROSARIO:  All right, Burro . . .  As long as you’re going to follow me, 

you may as well make yourself useful.   
 
ROSARIO jumps onto the DONKEY and rides on the DONKEY’S 
back. 
 
ROSARIO:  Ándale, Burro!  To Santa Fé! 
CONSUELO:   . . . And Rosario befriended the Burro.   

And they rode off to Santa Fé. 
 
They exit.  When they enter, the DONKEY is riding on ROSARIO’S 
back. 
 
ROSARIO:  Mira, Burro!  Do you see that man on the horse coming 

near us?  It is my Hermano!  
 
CONSUELO:  (To ALFONSO.)  The Hermano.  That’s you. 
ALFONSO:  Me? 
CONSUELO:  Sí!  Apúrate! 
 
ALFONSO runs off stage.   
 
CONSUELO:  And Rosario saw his Hermano in the distance . . .  
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Silence. 
 
CONSUELO:  Hermano!  Where are you?! 
ALFONSO:  Give me a minute! 
CONSUELO:  Hurry up! 
 
ALFONSO enters as the HERMANO.  He rides on a stick horse.  He 
stops and drops the sword and the suit of lights on the ground.   
 
ALFONSO:  Line? 
CONSUELO:  You don’t have a line.  You just ride across the stage. 
ALFONSO:  Pero I’m his Hermano.  I got dressed up in this costume.  

And I got a horse!  Give me a line! 
CONSUELO:  Fine . . .  You say . . .   

“Beware, Rosario . . .   
The road to Santa Fé  
Is filled with many dangers.  
You are only a little boy.” 

ALFONSO:  Beware, Rosario . . .  “The road to Santa Fé is filled with 
many dangers.  You are only a little boy.”  (Beat.)  And you will not 
make it.  (To CONSUELO.)  Is that okay if I say, “You will not 
make it?” 

CONSUELO:  Yes, that’s fine.  And the Hermano rode off back home. 
 
HERMANO rides off stage. 
 
ALFONSO:  Ándale, caballo!  Ándale, pues! 
CONSUELO:  And Rosario put on his suit of lights 

And picked up his sword.   
He looked up the road,  
Which wound through the desert.   
On one side, rattlesnakes and tarantulas  
Coiled and crouched.   
The other side was lined with sands  
So hot flames shot out . . .  
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DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE! 
ROSARIO:  Holy guacamole, Burro! 
CONSUELO:  But the Donkey knew what to do . . .  
 
The DONKEY nips the onion out of the satchel and rolls it along the 
road.  The snakes and spiders retreat.  The flames subside.  The 
DONKEY steps in the onion’s tracks.   
 
CONSUELO:  All day long the Donkey followed the onion,  

As it rolled and wobbled along the road.   
Finally, they left the desert behind,  
And the little Donkey nipped the onion  
Off the road and dropped it back into the satchel . . .   

 
ROSARIO and DONKEY exit.   
 
CONSUELO:  (To ALFONSO.)  That’s our cue.   
 
CONSUELO and ALFONSO run offstage.  A mountain rolls out on 
stage. 
 
CONSUELO:  (From off stage.) 

On the second day,  
The road wound up into the mountains.   
Lightning stabbed and slashed  
Through the air all around them.   
Thunder boomed and crashed.   
And scorpion-giants stood on mountain peaks,  
Hurling great boulders into the air,  
Where they clashed and smashed together. 

 
CONSUELO and ALFONSO emerge from the mountaintops as 
Scorpion-Giants.  CONSUELO throws a large boulder at ROSARIO.  
He dodges it. 
 
ROSARIO:  Ay!  They are going to kill us, Burro! 
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE! 
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ALFONSO:  Are we really going to throw boulders at them? 
CONSUELO:  Yes.  Don’t worry, they’re only Styrofoam . . .  
ALFONSO:  Serio? 
CONSUELO:  Sí, serio. 
ALFONSO:  Okay, I hope you got insurance. 
 
ALFONSO throws boulders at them.  ROSARIO and the DONKEY 
dodge the boulders. 
 
CONSUELO:  Good shot, Alfonso.  You almost hit him. 
ROSARIO:  Hey!  You almost hit me! 
ALFONSO:  This is fun! 
ROSARIO:  Ándale, Burro!  We must ride through las montañas!  

Ándale! 
DONKEY:  ong-KEE!  ong-KEE! 
ALFONSO:  Ha!  Ha!  Ha!  Ha!  You will not make it!  Ha!  Ha!  Ha! 
 
ALFONSO laughs.  The DONKEY dashes up the mountains as 
CONSUELO and ALFONSO hurl boulders at them.  The DONKEY is 
struck by a boulder.  It falls to the ground. 
 
ALFONSO:  Got him!  Did you see that? 
CONSUELO:  Good job, Alfonso! 

And the Burro was struck by a boulder. 
ROSARIO:  Burro!  Get up, Burro!  Levántate! 
 
ROSARIO shakes the DONKEY.  The DONKEY doesn’t move. 
 
ROSARIO:  Ay, Burro!  They’ll kill us if we don’t get across las 

montañas! 
 
ROSARIO shakes the DONKEY.  No response. 
 
ROSARIO:  Ay, Burro!  I cannot leave you here. 
 
ROSARIO slings the DONKEY over his shoulders and dashes 
through the mountains. 
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ROSARIO:  Just a little farther, Burro!  We’ll make it!  AAHHH! 
 
ROSARIO climbs over the mountains, kicking the boulders out of the 
way.  The mountains move off stage.  ROSARIO sets the DONKEY 
down.  ALFONSO approaches the DONKEY. 
 
ALFONSO:  Is your jackass gonna be okay? 
 
CONSUELO pulls ALFONSO offstage. 
 
CONSUELO:  (Off Stage) 

On the third day  
They left the mountains behind,  
And the road passed back onto the yellow llano.   
A great Beast jumped out from behind a boulder. 

 
CONSUELO jumps on stage as the Beast. 
 
CONSUELO:  It had the head of a roadrunner . . .  

With a single blood-red eye  
And a razor-sharp beak . . .  
The teeth of a mountain lion,  
And the claws of a grizzly bear.   
Yeowrowroaaarrr!!! went the beast. 

BEAST:  Yeowrowroaaarrrhhh!!!  Yeowrowroaaarrrhhh!!! 
ROSARIO:  Una bestia!  Ay, caramba!  Holy posole!   
 
The DONKEY runs to the opposite side of the stage.  
 
CONSUELO:  Now, a gigantic Bull was standing nearby.   
 
ALFONSO enters dressed as the BULL. 
 
BULL:  I am here!  Gigantic Bull! 
CONSUELO:  This bull was so big and black that its mouth looked 

like a cave in the side of a mountain of coal. 
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ROSARIO:  Oye!  Señor Toro!   
CONSUELO:  Rosario threw the onion at the Bull.   

As the Bull opened its mouth to catch the onion, 
The Donkey jumped into the Bull’s gigantic mouth,  
Pulling Rosario behind him. 
Down and down they fell,  
Rosario and the little Donkey,  
Landing at last in the gigantic belly  
Of the gigantic Bull. 

 
ROSARIO and the DONKEY land in the BULL’S belly.  They both 
black out.   
 
CONSUELO:  As he lay there,  
Catching his breath,  
Rosario fell asleep,  
And he dreamt a dream of a beautiful girl  
He had never seen before. 
 
ROSARIO wakes up in a dream.  The DONKEY is gone.  ALFONSO, 
still dressed as the BULL, plays a romantic melody on the guitar.  
GIRL, played by the DONKEY, enters outside the belly of the BULL. 
 
ROSARIO:  Burro!  Donde estás?   
 
ROSARIO sees the GIRL walk across the stage. 
 
ROSARIO:  Ay!  Caramba!  This must be the beautiful daughter of 

Alcalde!   
GIRL:  Rosario . . .  Rosario . . .  Where are you? 
ROSARIO:  I am here!  I am here!  Can’t you see me? 
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Thank you for reading this free excerpt from ROSARIO AND THE 
BULL by David and Mars Mráz.  For performance rights and/or a 

complete copy of the script, please contact us at: 
 

Heuer Publishing LLC 
P.O. Box 248 • Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406 

Toll Free: 1‐800‐950‐7529 • Fax (319) 368‐8011 
HITPLAYS.COM  
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